A formulation of quaternionic quantum mechanics (HQM) is presented in terms of a real Hilbert space. Using a physically motivated scalar product, we prove the spectral theorem and obtain a novel quaternionic Fourier series. After a brief discussion on unitary operators in this formalism, we conclude that this quantum theory is indeed consistent, and can be a valuable tool in the search for new physics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Hilbert space is the standard framework used to depict wave functions in quantum mechanics. It provides a linear structure for physical states and an inner product for expressing physically measurable expectation values. On the other hand, the wave function values occur over a specific number field, and there are quantum mechanical formulations for wave functions that are evaluated over the real numbers, over the complex numbers and over the quaternionic numbers, but complex quantum mechanics (CQM) is the standard and most important quantum theory. Supposing a correspondence between the elements of the Hilbert space and of its inner product, a complex wave function requires a complex scalar product as well as a complex Hilbert space, so that an identical rule would be valid for any other number field in which wave functions take their values. In this article, we provide an example of a quantum theory where wave functions and expectation values belong to different number fields, which is physically interesting and mathematically consistent.
The CQM have been developed, with John von Neumann and Garrett Birkhoff being the first to figure out the existence of real and quaternionic formulations for QM [1] . Ernst Stueckelberg achieved the development of real quantum mechanics (RQM) [2] [3] [4] [5] , and this construct is considered equivalent to CQM. However, Stueckelberg's formulation is involved; it demands an anti-unitary operator J that replaces the imaginary unit i in the real Schrödinger equation, and this anti-unitary operator is specific for each anti-commuting pair of operators [2] . In spite of this difficulty, RQM is still an object of research, and plays a role within quantum information [6] [7] [8] [9] and mathematical physics [10] , thus indicating that alternatives to CQM may be necessary to understand new physical phenomena.
Another possibility for testing the structure of quantum mechanics is to replace the complex numbers with the quaternionic numbers. We briefly remember that the quaternions (H) are hyper-complex numbers with three imaginary units. If we use q ∈ H, then we obtain q = x 0 + x 1 i + x 2 j + x 3 k, where x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ∈ R and
The imaginary units i, j and k are anti-commutative (by way of example, ij = −ji), so that quaternions are non-commutative hyper-complex numbers. A quaternionic number may also be written in symplectic notation by using the complex components z 0 , z 1 ∈ C, , so that q = z 0 + z 1 j. Additional information on quaternions and quaternionic physics may be found in [11] . Accordingly, if the quaternions generalize the complex, quaternionic wave functions may generalize complex wave functions in quantum mechanics, providing additional degrees of freedom to the theory. This is a physical motivation to study such a quaternionic theory.
In practice, a quaternionic quantum theory was attained by using anti-hermitian operators, a theory that is mainly depicted in a book by Stephen Adler [12] . We remember that an anti-hermitian operator A and its adjoint operator A † satisfy A † = −A. The anti-hermitian formulation of HQM displays several drawbacks, such as a badly defined classical limit; exact solutions are scarce, complicated and difficult to interpret physically [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . In this article, we discuss the mathematical basis of a HQM without anti-hermitian operators, and we believe that a simpler theory emerges in this case. In order to introduce the basic ideas of such a theory, let us entertain the quaternionic Schrödinger equation
where H is the Hamiltonian operator. We emphasize that the imaginary unit i stands at the right-hand side of ∂ t Ψ, because of iΨ = Ψi. In symplectic notation, the quaternionic wave function reads
where Ψ 0 and Ψ 1 are complex functions, the quaternionic Hamiltonian is
where α is a real vector function, β is a complex vector function and V and W are complex scalar functions. Since H † = H, the Hamiltonian operator is neither hermitian nor antihermitian, and consequently the usual frameworks of hermitian CQM and anti-hermitian HQM do not seem applicable to (2) (3) (4) . We may hypothesize non-hermitian CQM [26, 27] as an appropriate way for understanding HQM through (2-4); however, a reliable approach to this hypothesis requires several consistency conditions to be met. As a first consistency test, let us entertain the conservation of the probability, depicted in the continuity equation [28, 29] ,
with ρ = ΨΨ as the probability density, J as the probability current and g as a probability
source, namely
We point out thatq =z 0 − z 1 j is the quaternionic conjugate of q = z 0 + z 1 j, and that Π is the generalized momentum operator. Equation (5) preserves the probability density when g = 0 , and this occurs for real U; furthermore complex potentials, where W = 0, recover a continuity equation for non-hermitian CQM, irrespective of A. These simple facts show that the model is statistically consistent and is physically related to well-established results of CQM. In other words, this model is a simple extension of the complex quantum theory, and our aim is to examine its mathematical consistency.
The conservation of probability may be considered a previous consistency check of the classical limit, since probability is strongly related to classical physics. In order to ascertain the classical limit of HQM, the definition of the formula of an expectation value is needed. Antihermitian HQM takes the expectation value of the complex theory for granted, but this is only a possible choice. We alternatively obtain the expectation value from the linear momentum expectation value [28] , that is related to the probability current through Π = J /m.
Accordingly, we define the expectation value for an arbitrary quaternionic operator O as
This expectation value is real irrespective of O, a quality that is physically desired. Furthermore, (7) recovers the CQM expectation value for complex wave functions and hermitian operators. The above definition also allows well defined classical limits [29] , a clear advantage over anti-hermitian HQM. Nevertheless, there is a primary dissimilarity to the usual definition of expectation values in CQM, since (7) imposes a real inner product on the Hilbert space, and consequently the Hilbert space becomes a real linear space, openly contradicting the picture of quantum theories where the inner product and the wave function are evaluated over identical fields. Presumably, there are profound consequences for this fact in HQM, now seen as a theory for quaternionic wave functions in a real Hilbert space, and we will examine them in the next section.
II. REAL HILBERT SPACE
From (7), we propose that the inner product between two quaternionic functions Φ and Ψ
which immediately fulfills Ψ, Ψ > 0. The inner product (8) also conforms
for α, β ∈ R, and Ψ the norm of Ψ; thus we have a real vector space. If the vector space is complex, then Φ, Ψ = Ψ, Φ replaces (9) and conversely the inner product of the complex linear space is sesquilinear, so that Φ, α Ψ = Φ, Ψ ᾱ holds. In order to obtain a real Hilbert space, let us consider several necessary properties. First of all, the Schwarz inequality
Secondly, the joint continuity of the inner product, where
Another important condition is the parallelogram law
and finally, the orthogonality
The proofs of (12) (13) (14) (15) are straightforward and may be found in many textbooks, we quote [30] as an example. We can accordingly define the complete orthonormal basis {Λ a } into the real Hilbert space H, so that the following statements are all equivalent one to another
∀
and we adduce that the basis may be either finite or infinite. A real Hilbert space of quaternionic functions fulfills these necessary requirements. However, this conclusion appears to be a mathematical curiosity of academic interest only. In order to apply this formalism to quantum mechanics, we need a concrete representation of a real Hilbert space of quaternionic functions. In the next section we provide such a construct. 
and the square integrability means that f(x) 2 < ∞. A base for this space deploys complex exponentials and satisfies the orthogonality condition e m , e n = δ mn , where
The completeness of the base means that each f ∈ L 2 [0, 2π] admits a Fourier expansion
f, e n e n .
Our aim is to obtain a quaternionic analogue of the above complex case. Using (8), we define the inner product as
In order to obtain the Fourier expansion for quaternionic functions, we propose an orthogonal basis made of unitary quaternions, where
The identity
with Λ ′ = Λ(θ ′ , φ ′ ξ ′ ) permits us to build quaternionic basis sets that are analogous to the usual basis of complex Fourier series (22) . Let us entertain the quaternionic Fourier series
to which we propose the quaternion unitary basis Λ n = cos nx e iφ 0 + sin nx e iξ 0 j,
and φ 0 , ξ 0 constants. We cannot eliminate the negative indexes because Λ n does not have a definite parity, like when sine series or cosine series are considered in isolation. The coefficients of expansion a n are real because we adopt a real inner product. Thus, using (23) and (25), we obtain
This result permits us to calculate the a n coefficients
which of course defines a quaternionic Fourier transformation. There are different quaternionic bases, for example
with a constant θ 0 . The (30) basis set satisfies the orthogonality condition (28) 
may be resolved to find basis elements. In the orthogonality conditions we obtain additional Kronecker deltas, and thus (29) turns into an infinite linear system. Solutions to such kind of systems are known in a variety of cases [31] [32] [33] , and the important thing here is only to point out that there are solutions to the problem of determining a basis for the space. The investigation of such multi-indexed bases is, of course, a very interesting direction for future research.
To the extent of our knowledge, this is the first proposal for a quaternionic Fourier series, and the consequent quaternionic Fourier transform is also novel. Quaternionic series are a subtle and difficult matter, and the holomorphic power quaternionic series only allows for linear series [34, 35] . There are other proposals where more sophisticated series are allowed, for example the so called regular quaternionic series [36] , but in fact the quaternionic power series are not trivial. The Fourier quaternionic series (26) is surprisingly simple, and this simplicity turns it into an interesting and suitable device for applications without the need of highly sophisticated mathematical tools. We hope that exact solutions in HQM may be expressed using these kinds of series, and this is of course a very interesting question for future investigations.
IV. THE SPECTRAL THEOREM
The spectral theorem follows straightforwardly from the features of the Hilbert space: it is complete, has a well-defined inner product, and is normed. As a consequence, the conjugate space is accordingly well-defined, and there is a unique vector y in the Hilbert space corresponding to an arbitrary functional f(x), so that f(x) = x, y . Adjoint operators and projections are also well-defined. There are differences, however. Considering a quaternionic normal operator N, which commutes with its adjoint N † , we can write a symplectic decomposition, so that
where we assumed that N k j = jN † k , for k = 0, 1. The decomposition (32) is motivated by analogy with the complex case, where normal operators have a structure that is analogous to the complex numbers. Imposing the normal condition
we obtain two conditions 
Thus, N 0 is a normal operator of a complex Hilbert space, and therefore N has a well behaved complex limit within N 1 → 0, as expected. On the other hand the pure quaternionic component N 1 is not necessarily a normal operator, but it must commute with the "real component" of N 0 . Thus, we have quaternionic normal operators, whose existence is important because self-adjoint operators form a subset of them. Further important operators are the projections and the unitary operators. The existence of both of these is a current property of real vector spaces, and the spectral theorem follows accordingly. The proof of the theorem is straightforward, and we only outline it here. Let us consider an operator T and its eigen-value equation
where x ∈ H is the eigen-vector and λ is a scalar constant. If the operator T admits a finite number of eigen-vectors and corresponding eigen-values, we may generally write
where x k are the orthogonal components of x. Consequently the spectral resolution of the operator is obtained, namely
P k are the projection operators, such that
All of the above results for real Hilbert spaces are straightforward and are depicted in many textbooks, we mention [30] by way of example.
The most interesting matter in this section is the interpretation of the spectral theorem.
In CQM, if an operator has an eigen-function with a complex eigen-value, this eigen-function still has an expression in the basis of the Hilbert space, although such an operator is not a physical observable. Although not observable, eigen-functions of complex eigen-values may have physical interpretations either in terms of non-hermitian QM or in terms of symmetries.
In HQM the situation is quite different. Every operator is observable because there is a real expectation value. On the other hand, an eigen-function of an operator with a quaternionic eigen-value does not belong to the Hilbert space, and does not have an expression in terms of its basis using quaternionic eigenvalues. As only real eigen-values are admitted, we cannot consider (35) an eigen-value equation for quaternionic λ, and indeed me must consider λ as an operator. Otherwise, the situation is physically and mathematically meaningless. We expect that this kind of situation is related to the symmetries of the wave function, however its features deserve an independent investigation in order to be properly ascertained.
The question about quaternionic symmetries is deeply related to unitary operators, which we briefly consider in the next section.
V. TIME EVOLUTION
Unitary operators are fundamental for quantum mechanics, inasmuch as symmetry operators are associated with them. A unitary operator U obeys the fundamental properties 
Using the series expansions
we get
In CQM, we impose A = iH/ℏ and recover the Schrödinger equation, while in anti-hermitian HQM it is supposed that A is an anti-hermitian Hamiltonian, from which the whole theory is developed [12] . Here, we do not follow this anti-hermitian interpretation for HQM, and now we explain our reasons for that.
The formal calculation that indicates A as an anti-hermitian operator also holds for CQM.
Following the time evolution pattern of CQM we introduce a unitary operator U(t, t 0 ) that satisfies the time-dependent Schrödinger equation (2), namely
Using the notation (a|b)Ψ = aΨb, we iteratively obtain
We define the time-ordering operator P, sum the permutations of each term of (44) and thus obtain U(t, t 0 ) = P exp
The above calculation, to obtain the exponential rule of unitary time evolution, is available in many textbooks of quantum mechanics, and thus we omit the details. More importantly, it seems that (45) could reconcile HQM over real Hilbert spaces to anti-hermitian HQM. However, considering a quaternionic Ψ(t) = U(t, t 0 )Ψ(t 0 ), (2) furnishes
A quaternionic Ψ(t 0 ) does not factors out (46), meaning that (43-45) holds for the complex Ψ(t 0 ) only. This result indicates that (40-42) are too naive and do not hold for arbitrary unitary quaternionic time evolution operators.
We obtain a partial reconciliation between the quaternionic quantum theories for the particular case of a complex Ψ(t 0 ). A comprehensive conciliation seems impossible because of the non-commutativity of unitary quaternions (24) , where
This simple fact indicates that HQM permits non-abelian unitary time evolutions, something that has never been considered in CQM or in anti-unitary HQM, and comprises a fascinating direction for future research.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this article we studied the basic equations that found a quantum mechanical theory where the wave functions are quaternionic and the Hilbert space is real. We conclude that the mathematical framework established in the complex theory is similar to the quaternionic theory, but important differences exist. These differences come from the definition of the expectation value, which demands a real Hilbert space in HQM in contrast to the complex Hilbert space and complex inner product of CQM. The real inner product enables us to obtain a consistent classical limit [29] , something that is impossible for anti-hermitian HQM where the Hilbert space is quaternionic.
After the establishment of HQM in this real Hilbert space, this article adduces the proof of the spectral theorem in the real formulation, and additionally provides the realization of such a real Hilbert space in terms of the quaternionic Fourier series. This result means that quaternionic wave functions are not just formal possibilities, but that the elements for constructing these kinds of quantum solutions are already available. The description of unitary operators is a further topic where the real Hilbert space HQM and the anti-hermitian theory are profoundly different. This is mainly because the quaternionic theory in the real Hilbert space admits a time evolution described by a non-abelian unitary operator, while the antihermitian theory justifies an unitary time evolution from (40-42). We contended that such arguments are not valid in general, and quaternionic unitary operators must be, of course, non-abelian. A time evolution in terms of non-commutative unitary operators has never been described in CQM, mainly because this kind of evolution is not grounded by Stone's theorem.
However, it is a natural possibility in quaternionic theory, and consequently it comprises a fundamental direction for future research.
In conclusion, the results indicate that HQM in a real Hilbert space is a consistent theory, constituting an environment where new solutions may be researched without the fear of a fundamental inconsistency. This is the most important conclusion of this article. There are various directions for future research, and almost every issue of CQM may be studied within this quaternionic formalism. Particular solutions of the quaternionic Schrödinger equation, in terms of the quaternionic Fourier series, are an interesting subject, mostly because they improve the physical understanding throughout examples of applications. The investigation of quaternion quantum symmetries is another matter of interest. In summary, real HQM is a novel and consistent quantum theory. The next stage is presumably to investigate whether it can describe something physically interesting, and hopefully also describe phenomena that cannot be described in terms of CQM. If true, this last possibility would turn HQM into a formalism for new physics, with this very last possibility being the main motivation for further research into HQM.
